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Kalana Natural Rejuvenation 
Clinic is a safe haven where 
you can rejuvenate your body 
and through our treatments 
achieve surgical transformation 
without the surgery.

Located in the Northern Beaches 
of Sydney Australia, we offer the 
latest medical technologies with 
latest FDA approved equipment 
to improve and maintain the 
beauty of your skin. 

Our unique approach to wellness 
and beauty will help you look 
and feel your best!

Begin your experience with a 
complimentary consultation 
where we create a customized 
treatment plan unique to you.

Kalana Natural Rejuvenation Clinic
A: 5/673-675 Pittwater Rd, Dee Why

T: (02) 8381 0647
E: info@kalanskin.com.au

Plasma Fibroblast is a non-surgical, non-invasive ground-breaking skin tightening
treatment for immediate and long-term face and body rejuvenation. Increasing
collagen production and elasticity smoothing the signs of ageing and reducing scar
tissue.
Plasma energy arcs create microscopic dots across the skin’s surface. This
instantly contracts loose skin to visibly lift and tighten. When administrated correctly
only grazing the surface layer of the skin using plasma to cause contraction, the
controlled minuscule trauma caused to the surface layer of skin will accelerate the
bodies healing properties and increase collagen productivity in the area improving
the result for 3-6 months post treatment depending on age, lifestyle & severity of
the area of concern, results last up to 5 years. Scar treatments using the fibroblast
method are permanent.

Plasma Fibroblast (Plasma Blaze)

MID FACE OR JOWL LIFT .................................................. $700 Normally $1,400

NASOLABIAL LINES TREATMENT .................................... $250 Normally $449

TOP LIP OR SMOKERS LINES TREATMENT ................... $350 Normally $599

BOTTOM LIP & CHIN WRINKLE REMOVAL ...................... $350 Normally $750

HALF NECK LIFT (FRONT) ................................................ $350 Normally $599

FULL NECK LIFT ................................................................ $750 Normally $1,400

UPPER EYELID LIFT  ......................................................... $350 Normally $799

UNDER EYE SKIN TIGHTENING ....................................... $300 Normally $699

CROWS FEET WRINKLE REMOVAL ................................. $250 Normally $449

FROWN LINES OR GLABELLA LINES REMOVAL ............ $250 Normally - $449

FOREHEAD LINES WRINKLE REMOVAL & BROW LIFT . $350 Normally - $499

TUMMY LINES TREATMENT ............................................. $350 Normally $499

FULL TUMMY SKIN TIGHTENING TREATMENT .............. $700 Normally $1,400

FULL FACE ......................................................................... $1500 Normally $3000

JAW & UNDER CHIN ......................................................... $499 Normally $1000

NOSE SCULPT & UPPER LIP ........................................... $600 Normally $949
LIP FLIP.............................................................................. $250 Normally $500

$899 Normally $2450

STRETCH MARK REMOVAL ............................................. Price on request.

SKIN TAG REMOVAL ......................................................... Price on request.

Packages
EYE RENEWAL PACKAGE
Upper Eyelid Lift, Under Eye, Crows Feet, Eyebrow Lift......

$999 Normally $1850
PLASMA FACELIFT PACKAGE
Cheeks, Nasal Folds, Jowls.................................................

Price
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Finally there is an answer to the stubborn fat you have long dealt with, that even 
diet and exercise cant seem to get rid of! Cryolipolysis is approved by the FDA for 
the treatment of localised fat deposits that lie just beneath the skin. A natural way 
to get results without the surgery or downtime.

Cryolipolysis uses temperature manipulation techniques that are proven to freeze 
away fat cells successfully and for good when applied correctly. During your 
consultation we will discuss which areas you are hoping to sculpt and slim down. 
Each individual is different and the right treatment course and number of sessions 
can vary. However in most cases we recommend between 2 & 4 sessions (in the
same area) to achieve the best result. 

Cryolipolis (Fat Freezing)

SINGLE HAND PIECE .................................................. $250 Prepay 3 $700

DUAL HAND PIECE ...................................................... $350 Prepay 3 $1000

CHIN SCULPTING ........................................................ $195 Prepay 3 $500

ABDOMEN & HIP CRYOLIPOLIS

UPPER STOMACH ....................................................... $199 Normally $250

LOWER STOMACH ...................................................... $199 Normally $250

UPPER & LOWER STOMACH ..................................... $299 Normally $350

LOVE HANDLES .......................................................... $299 Normally $350

LEGS, THIGHS & BUTTOCKS CRYOLIPOLIS 

INNER THIGHS ............................................................ $299 Normally $350

OUTER THIGHS .......................................................... $299 Normally $350

BACK OF THIGHS ....................................................... $299 Normally $350

BANANA ROLLS .......................................................... $299 Normally $350

ABOVE KNEE .............................................................. $299 Normally $350

INNER KNEE ............................................................... $299 Normally $350

OUTTER KNEE ........................................................... $299 Normally $350

CHEST, BACK & ARM CRYOLIPOLIS  

CHEST (MEN ONLY) ................................................... $299 Normally $350

FRONT ARMPIT .......................................................... $299 Normally $350

UPPER BRA ROLLS .................................................... $299 Normally $350

LOWER BRA ROLLS ................................................... $299 Normally $350

ARMS ........................................................................... $299 Normally $350

LOWER BACK .............................................................. $299 Normally $350

BACK & NECK CRYOLIPOLIS  

CHIN ............................................................................. $160 Normally $195

Price
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Radio Frequency is a groundbreaking treatment that noticeably reduces 
the signs of ageing and tightens your skin.

RF skin tightening is a method that uses radio frequency energy to heat skin which 
stimulates collagen, elastin and hyaluronic acid production to reduce the 
appearance of loose skin and fine lines.

Fractional RF offers visible results, with a recommended 6 treatments give or take
 at 4 weekly intervals..

 

RF Skin Tightening 

FULL FACE ................................................................... $149 Normally $200

NECK ............................................................................ $129 Normally $160

DECOLLETAGE ............................................................ $129 Normally $160

FULL FACE & NECK..................................................... $175 Normally $220

FULL FACE, NECK & DECOLLETAGE ........................ $195 Normally $250
RF SKIN TIGHTENING - ABDOMEN ............................ $149 Normally $199

RF SKIN TIGHTENING - FRONT THIGHS ................... $149 Normally $199

RF SKIN TIGHTENING - BACK THIGHS ...................... $149 Normally $199

RF SKIN TIGHTENING - KNEES .................................. $99 Normally $149

Price
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Ultrasound technology destroys fat cells using low frequency sound waves. 
A natural method, replacing traditional treatments such as tummy tucks and 
liposuction. There are no knives, anesthesia or surgery. 

Treatment time is 30-40 minutes with the option of also adding RF after  
an average of 6 to 12  treatments are required.

Each individual varies, and your consultant will tailor your plan based on individual 
needs.

Ultrasound Fat Cavitation

ABDOMEN (30 mins)........... $200 3 Pack $520 (save $80) 6 Pack $840 (save $360)

HIPS (60 mins)..................... $300 3 Pack $790 (save $110) 6 Pack $1260 (save $540)

BUTTOCKS (30 mins).......... $200 3 Pack $520 (save $80) 6 Pack $840 (save $360)

INNER THIGHS (40 mins).... $220 3 Pack $575 (save $85) 6 Pack $924 (save $396)

UPPER ARMS (30 mins)...... $200 3 Pack $520 (save $80) 6 Pack $840 (save $360)

Price
Ultrasound Cavitation Only (single area A5 size)

ABDOMEN (50 mins)........... $300 3 Pack $720 (save $180) 6 Pack $1260 (save $540)

HIPS (100 mins)..................... $400 3 Pack $960 (save $240) 6 Pack $1680 (save $720)

BUTTOCKS (50 mins).......... $300 3 Pack $720 (save $180) 6 Pack $1260 (save $540)

INNER THIGHS (75 mins).... $275 3 Pack $660 (save $165) 6 Pack $1155 (save $495)

UPPER ARMS (50 mins)...... $300 3 Pack $720 (save $180) 6 Pack $1260 (save $540)

Ultrasound Cavitation & RF (single area A5 size)
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Hydrodermabrasion is a non-invasive water and live serum based resurfacing facial 
treatment that combines pressurised water and oxygen to softly exfoliate the top 
layers of the skin, removing dead skin cells and impurities. It hydrates the skin, 
providing instant rejuvenation and repair.

Overall, Hydrodermabrasion can be used to address a variety of skin care concerns, 

A combination of Microdermabrasion & Hydrodermabrasion is recommended for
optimum results

including:
  - Fine lines and wrinkles.
 - Elasticity and firmness.
 - Even tone and vibrancy.
 - Skin texture.
 - Brown spots.
 - Oily and congested skin.
 - Enlarged pores.

Hydrodermabrasion

Microdermabrasion

Buy a pack of 3 and SAVE 20%

FULL MICRODERMABRASION.................................... $125 Normally $150
EXPRESS HYDRODERMABRASION................................ $65 Normally $80
EXPRESS MICRODERMABRASION................................. $55 Normally $65

FULL HYDRODERMABRASION.................................... $150 Normally $175

FULL MICRO & HYDRO COMBINED............................ $175 Normally $200
FULL MICRO & HYDRO COMBINED PREGNANCY..... $150 Normally $175

ULTRASONIC FACIAL TREATMENT................................. $70 Normally $75

BIOCURRENT FACIAL TREATMENT................................. $80 Normally $90

BIOCURRENT TREATMENT ADD ON.............................. $30 Normally $35

HIGH FREQUENCY THERAPY...... ................................... $70 Normally $75

OXYGEN THERAPY ADD ON ........................................... $25 Normally $30

HIGH FREQUENCY ARGON GAS ADD ON...................... $25 Normally $30

PHOTO LIGHT THERAPY ADD ON .................................. $30 Normally $40

FULL MICRO & HYDRO DERMABRASION FACE ONLY..... $140 Normally $170

FULL HYDRODERMABRASION FACE................................. $115 Normally $145

FULL HYDRODERMABRASION DECOLLETAGE............... $60 Normally $90

FULL HYDRODERMABRASION NECK ............................. $45 Normally $75

Price

At Kalana we use a diamond-tipped wand to exfoliate your skin which feels like a mild 
sandblasting, removing the uneven thicker outer layer of the skin improving skin texture, 
tone, sun damage, reducing fine lines and working on reducing enlarged pores along with 
many other benefits. It can also be used to treat stretch marks.

Full Hydrodermabrasion/ Microdermabrasion treatments above 
include face, neck and decolletage. Below are individual prices



Connect with us on facebook & Instagram
& receive an additional 10% off

@kalananaturalrejuvenation
@kalanaskin




